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Bell’s Full-10 is its top-tier full-face mountain bike helmet. Designed to offer the best head protection possible, the helmet is aimed at downhill and enduro riders or racers. Advertisement MPU reviews Although the silhouette is somewhat similar to the Full-9, the Full-10’s predecessor, this new helmet offers additional safety features along with some neat little
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Bell’s Full-10 is its top-tier full-face mountain bike helmet. Designed to offer the best head protection possible, the helmet is aimed at downhill and enduro riders or racers. Advertisement MPU reviews Although the silhouette is somewhat similar to the Full-9, the Full-10’s predecessor, this new helmet offers additional safety features along with some neat little
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The Garmin Edge 840 Solar packs an array of useful features into a compact body. The touchscreen is excellent and the addition of buttons is very welcome when wearing gloves. Advertisement MPU reviews It performs the basic functions of a cycling computer very well, connecting to satellites and bike sensors quickly, which enables you to
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The Sigma ROX 12.1 Evo became the German brand’s premium GPS computer when it launched earlier this year. Advertisement MPU reviews But despite costing a hefty €379.95 / $379.95 / €379.95, the Sigma ROX 12.1 Evo lags behind its mid-market rivals and even cheaper models. Poor battery life and missing features that are common on
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The Bont Vaypor 2023 is the Australian brand’s latest flagship road cycling shoe. Advertisement MPU reviews It continues with Bont’s distinctive anatomic last (the model foot around which a shoe is built) and signature bath-tub style, heat-mouldable carbon fibre sole. Compared to its predecessor, the Vaypor S, Bont says it focused on improving out-of-the-box comfort
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Rapha’s Pro Team Lace Up shoes are a new premium offering from the cycling clothing brand. Advertisement MPU reviews They forgo the Boa dials found on the Pro Team shoe and exchange them for laces (with a twist), while saving you €50. In testing, I’ve found the Pro Team Lace Up to be a very
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The Vector Tech A2 helmet from Alpinestars is designed for trail and enduro riding, offering extended coverage around the back of the head and over the temples. Advertisement MPU reviews There’s a MIPS liner included, too, along with a number of other safety features. While some may find the fit on the narrow side, if
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The Ballista is Trek’s latest flagship aero road helmet, used by the likes of Mads Pedersen and Lizzie Deignan of the Lidl-Trek WorldTour team. The spiritual successor to the Bontrager Ballista, Trek says this latest model improves on the formula to the tune of 10.1 watts at 45kph. With an aggressively aerodynamic shape that’s somewhat
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Stomp Lox’s Slack cycling shoes have a unique approach, with a distinctive appearance and an uncommonly wide toebox. They can be worn with or without SPD cleats. In testing, I’ve found these to be a genuinely innovative pair of shoes that have performed excellently for both gravel riding and mountain biking. I really appreciate the
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The Fizik Vento Omna is a new road cycling shoe that replaces the R5 Overcurve. Sitting halfway up Fizik’s range, it combines the single, unidirectional Boa dial of pricier models with a composite outsole seen on cheaper shoes. If you think a performance road cycling shoe must have a carbon sole, think again. I had
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POC’s Ventral Lite is a well-established helmet in the brand’s range, offering road riders a seriously lightweight helmet with impressive venting, though it does lack some of the safety tech we now regularly expect, especially for this sort of money. This particular model is a collaborative effort between POC and clothing brand, Rapha, which has
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Bell’s Full-10 is its top-tier full-face mountain bike helmet. Designed to offer the best head protection possible, the helmet is aimed at downhill and enduro riders or racers. Advertisement MPU reviews Although the silhouette is somewhat similar to the Full-9, the Full-10’s predecessor, this new helmet offers additional safety features along with some neat little
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The Garmin Edge 840 Solar packs an array of useful features into a compact body. The touchscreen is excellent and the addition of buttons is very welcome when wearing gloves. Advertisement MPU reviews It performs the basic functions of a cycling computer very well, connecting to satellites and bike sensors quickly, which enables you to
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